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ABSTRACT 
AFFERENT CONNECTIONS OF THE PREFRONTAL CORTEX OF THE CAT: 
DIFFERENTIAL FRONTO-LIMBIC CONNECTIVITY AND MANIFESTATIONS 
OF KINDLED EPILEPTIC FOCI 
Geraldine Skuches Ruffa 
1988 
The prefrontal cortex has recently been shown to be 
neuroanatomically heterogeneous, differing in the density of its 
corticolimbic, corticocortical and corticothalamic connectivity. 
However, very little work has been done to correlate specific subsector 
connectivity with observable changes in behavior. In order to examine 
the possibility that topological variation in the afferent connections 
of the PFC may be related to the susceptibility of different regions of 
the PFC to kindling, the afferent input to the prefrontal cortex in cat 
was studied utilizing the retrograde transport of horseradish 
peroxidase (HRP) or diamidino yellow (DY). Seizure activity was 
observed in kindled cats with epileptic foci in similar regions in 
order to establish (1) the susceptibility of the feline PFC to 
electrical kindling and (2) the characteristics of metabolic activity 
within PFC during interictal periods. 
Five adult cats were anesthetized and the region of the presylvian 
sulcus pressure-injected with 0.6 ul either of 2% DY or 2& WGA-HRP. 
Following a 2-7 day survival the animals were perfused and routinely 
processed for either fluorescence microscopy (DY) or with TMB for HRP 
localization. Alternate sections were stained with cresyl violet (DY) 
or counterstained with neutral red (HRP) for anatomical orientation. 
The location and relative density of retrogradely labelled cell bodies 
was determined with light microscopy and plotted on drawings of 
corresponding transverse sections. 
Four adult female cats were kindled daily via bipolar stimulation 
of the PFC until they reqached criterion (either 5 consecutive 
generalized seizures in 7 days or a maximum of 120 stimulations). At 
72 hrs. following the final kindling session the cats were administered 
100 uCi/kg of 14C-2-deoxyglucose (2-DG) and sacrificed 45 minutes 
later. The brains were routinely processed for 2-DG autoradiography 
and the brain sections subsequently stained with cresyl violet for 
histological correlation. 
The pattern of labelling was comparable for DY and HRP injected 
cats and was generally consistent with prior studies of PFC 
heterogeneity. In general, the densest pattern of label was found 
within the different cytoarchitectonic regions of the ipsilateral PFC 
as well as in the homotopic PFC of the contralateral hemisphere. 
Moderate label was found in the ipsilateral cingulate, anterior 
ectosylvian area and within the cortex of the entorhinal and 
suprasylvian sulci. Moderate labelling of cell bodies was also found 
within the cortex of the contralateral entorhinal sulcus. Finally, 

labelling was observed in several thalamic nuclei, with the densest 
concentration in mediodorsal nucleus. Specifically, as compared to the 
presylvian sulcal subsector, the proreal gyral subsector exhibited 
greater density and extent of afferent connections from the limbic 
system and the thalamus. 
Two principal stimulation sites were histologically identified: 
dorsolateral PFC (proreal gyral subsector) and dorsomedial PFC. Each 
of these areas produced seizures which were clinically distinct. The 
cats stimulated in the dorsolateral region required more total 
stimulation to reach criterion than did cats stimulated in the 
dorsomedial region of the PFC. 2DG analyses revealed that cats 
stimulated in the dorsolateral PFC had increased 2DG uptake adjacent to 
the stimulation site and increased 2DG uptake in ipsilateral entorhinal 
and prepiriform cortex. In contrast, cats stimulated in the 
dorsomedial region exhibited decreased 2DG uptake adjacent to the 
stimulus site as well as in the ipsilateral insular cortex. The 
behavioral manifestations of the seizures differed also. Dorsolateral 
stimulation produced seizures characterized by rapid repetitive licking 
with minimal eye twitching, head turning and mouthing movements. 
Medial prefrontal stimulation produced seizures with prominent nose 
twitching and sniffing. 
The results indicate that both observed and previously reported 
differential density of corticolimbic connectivity within the 
prefrontal cortex can be related to differences in seizure activity in 
kindled cats. This study also provides a forum for direct comparison 
of the newer diamidino yellow method with the more established HRP 
method of retrograde tracer analysis and shows equivalence of the two 
in detecting afferent connections. 
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AFFERENT CONNECTIONS OF THE PREFRONTAL CORTEX OF THE CAT: DIFFERENTIAL 
FRONTO-LIMBIC CONNECTIVITY AND MANIFESTATIONS OF KINDLED EPILEPTIC FOCI 
INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
1. Purpose of the present study 
Several psychological, physiological and pathological studies of 
the prefrontal cortex show that it is an area rich in diversity of 
function (Brutkowski, 1965; Goldman-Rakic et al, 1983; Markowitsch and 
Pritzel, 1976; Stuss and Benson, 1986; Warren, 1972;). Recently, the 
prefrontal cortex has been shown to be neuroanatomically heterogeneous, 
differing in the density of its corticolimbic, corticocortical and 
corticothalamic connectivity (Cavada and Reinoso-Suarez, 1985; 
Markowitsch and Pritzel, 1979a; Markowitsch. Pritzel and Divac, 1978; 
Reep, 1984). However, very little work has been done to correlate 
specific subsector connectivity with observable changes in behavior. 
The purpose of this project is to describe the afferent connections of 
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the prefrontal cortex of the cat and to observe seizure acitivity in 
kindled cats with epileptic foci in the same region. Results indicate 
that an observed differential density of corticolimbic connectivity 
within the dorsolateral subsector can be related to differences in 
seizure activity in kindled cats. This study also provides a forum for 
direct comparison of the newer diamidino yellow method with the more 
established horseradish peroxidase method of retrograde tracer analysis 
and shows equivalence of the two in detecting afferent connections. 
2. Definition of the prefrontal cortex 
The primate prefrontal cortex is an area that has been 
traditionally defined as the projection field of the mediodorsal (MD) 
nucleus of the thalamus (Krettek and Price, 1977; Reep, 1984; Cavada 
and Reinoso-Suarez, 1985). In primates, this region contains a 
granular layer IV and thus is also called "frontal granular cortex". 
Non-primate mammals do not possess a distinct granular layer IV in this 
region, but it has been argued by some (Akert, 1964; Markowitsch and 
Pritzel, 1979) that because the cortex of the MD projection field of 
the cat distinctly differs from its agranular motor cortex by being 
narrower and less well laminated, the cat possesses an incipient 
granular layer IV in its MD projection field. Hence the feline MD 




The first delineation of the prefrontal cortex in the cat was done 
in 1948 by Rose and Woolsey, who used the method of retrograde 
degeneration of the MD nucleus of the thalamus. They found the 
projection field of the MD nucleus to be essentially equivalent to the 
gyrus proreus, with the anterior limbic area being the posteromedial 
border. Akert in 1964 used a similar technique of retrograde 
degeneration to evaluate the projection field of the feline MD 
nucleus. After total removal of the frontal granular cortex in three 
cats, a nearly total degeneration of the MD nucleus was observed. From 
these results, Akert extended the boundaries of the prefrontal cortex 
to include cortex on the lateral bank of the presylvian sulcus as well 
as cortex bordering the cruciate sulcus. The posteromedial border 
remained at the anterior limbic area. Figure 1 (stippled area) 
delineates the extent of prefrontal cortex in medial and lateral views 
according to the expanded definition of Akert. Table 1 lists 
abbreviations for major sulci and gyri according to the atlas of 
Reinoso-Suarez (1961) and the paper by Cavada and Reinoso-Suarez 
(1985). 
3. Connectivity of the prefrontal cortex 
Once the boundaries of the PFC were established by retrogarde 
degeneration studies, the connectivity of this region to other regions 
of the brain were explored. These connectivity studies can be divided 
into three groups based on the neuroanatomical method used: (1) lesion 
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Figure 1. Boundaries of the prefrontal cortex of the cat, as described by 
Rose and Woolsey (1948) and Akert (1964), are stippled in these medial (A) 
and lateral (B) views. 
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studies, (2) anterograde tritiated amino acid studies, and (3) 
retrograde tracer studies. 
3a. Lesion studies 
The earliest mapping studies utilized retrograde degeneration 
methods in lesion studies, similar to Rose and Woolsey and Akert’s 
technques. Waller (1940) placed 25 lesions in various regions of the 
feline frontal area in 19 cats (6 lesions were placed bilaterally). 
After a survival time of 15 days, the animals were sacrificed. Their 
brains were sectioned and stained with cresyl violet or thionin, and 
the area of the thalamus scanned for degeneration. Two of the cats 
(nos. 113 and 114) sustained lesions corresponding to our area of 
interest in which much of the cortex in the walls of the presylvian 
sulcus was destroyed. Degeneration of both the medial and lateral 
parts of the MD nucleus was observed, confirming the validity of Rose 
and Woolsey’s definition of prefrontal cortex as the projection field 
of the MD nucleus. 
Voneida and Trevarthen (1969) utilized lesions to determine 
contralateral projections to PFC. Aspiration was used to make the 
lesions, with the surgical approach through the frontal sinus. Weil 
and cresyl violet stains identified fibres and cells. One lesion (no. 
VII), corresponding to our area of interest, was made in the 
ventrolateral gyrus proreus and involved a small cortical area along 
the lateral bank of the presylvian sulcus. Degenerated axons were 
found in the contralateral cingulate gyrus and along the sulcus 
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cruciatus to end in the medial aspect of the posterior sigmoid gyrus. 
The greatest extent of preterminal degeneration occurred in the area 
homotopic to the lesion, with lesser amount of degeneration noted along 
the medial surface of the contralateral hemisphere in the gyrus 
paraolfactorius and gyrus rectus. These degenerated preterminals were 
mainly located in cortical laminae III to VI, with few in the more 
superficial layers. 
Khalifeh, Walker and Ingram in 1965 placed unilateral electrolytic 
lesions in the MD nucleus of the cat. After a 9-12 day survival 
period, the animals were sacrificed and the degenerating axons traced 
with the Nauta-Laidlaw silver staining method. They found degenerating 
fibers running from the MD nucleus to end in cells located in the 
granular layer of the gyrus proreus, gyrus orbital is and the ventral 
aspects of the gyrus genual is and the gyrus sigmoides anterior. The 
densest area of degeneration was in the gyrus proreus. 
3b. Anterograde tritiated amino acid transport studies 
Whereas the previously described lesion studies did not report any 
subcortical projections to the PFC other than the MD nucleus of the 
thalamus, Krettek and Price (1974) provided the first evidence for 
afferent amygdaloid projections to the PFC of the cat and rat using the 
technique of anterograde amino acid transport initially described by 
Lasek, Joseph and Whitlock (1968). Tritiated proline was injected 
stereotaxi cally into the amygdaloid nucleus, the MD nucleus of the 
thalamus, and various other cortical areas of 79 rats and 10 cats. The 
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anterograde transport of the tritiated proline was determined 
autoradiographically. The posterior part of the basolateral amygdaloid 
nucleus was found to project to the medial frontal cortex near the 
genual sulcus. The anterior part of the basolateral nucleus projected 
to this area, as well as to the lateral surface of the frontal cortex 
including the presylvian sulcus and the orbital sulcus. 
Krettek and Price in 1977 further delineated the laminar 
distribution of the subcortical afferent projections to the feline 
prefrontal cortex from the amygdala. Again, tritiated amino acids 
(proline, leucine or a mixture of the two) were used as the anterograde 
tracers, and the results were visualized using autoradiography. They 
found that the afferent fibers from the amydgala terminated in the deep 
portions of layers I and II as well as in layer V and VI. This is in 
contrast to the known laminar projections of thalamic afferents, which 
terminate in the outer portion of layer I and in layer III of the rat 
(Krettek and Price, 1977b). Krettek and Price thus hypothesized that 
the subcortical afferent inputs to the prefrontal cortex from the 
amygdala were complementary to the subcortical afferents from the 
thalamus. 
3c. Retrograde tracer studies 
The use of retrograde transport of horseradish peroxidase (HRP) to 
trace axonal connections was first demonstrated in the peripheral 
nervous system by Kristensson and Olson in 1971. LaVail and LaVail in 

1972 reported successful use of HRP in tracing afferent connections in 
the chick visual system. Today, retrograde axonal transport of HRP 
has largely superceded lesion and anterograde tritiated amino acid 
transport studies in determining the connectivity of brain regions. 
Lesion studies have the inherent problem of severing axons of passage 
as well as axons of interest. Tritiated amino acids can be taken up be 
undamaged axons of passage to a significant extent. By contrast, HRP 
is known to be only negligibly taken up by undamaged axons of passage 
(Wassle and Hausen, 1981). HRP was thus utilized to map projections 
from various subcortical and cortical areas and it was found that 
several regions projected to the prefrontal cortex of the cat. 
Markowitsch, Pritzel and Divac in 1978 found that the prefrontal 
cortex of the cat could be subdivided into five regions based on 
differential connectivity to subregions of the MD nucleus of the 
thalamus. This was one of the first studies to suggest a topological 
variation to the feline prefrontal cortex. They stereotaxically 
injected an aqueous solution of 50% HRP via an infusion pump into 18 
cats of both sexes. Benzidine dihydrochloride or 3,3’-diaminobenzidine 
were the chromogens for the HRP reaction product. Their results showed 
a correlation between subsectors of MD nucleus and projection 
subregions of prefrontal cortex, which is summarized in Table 2. 
The existence of amygdaloid projections to the PFC of the cat, 
initially demonstrated by Krettek and Price in 1974 using anterogradely 
transported tritiated proline, was confirmed by Reinoso-Suarez and 
co-workers. They utilized HRP to retrogradely trace connections from 
the entire frontal cortex in 34 adult cats (Llamas, Avendano, and 
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TABLE 2. SUBDIVISIONS OF THE PREFRONTAL CORTEX OF THE CAT ACCORDING TO 
MARKOWITSCH, PRITZEL AND DIVAC (1978): RETROGRADE HRP ANALYSIS. 
Thalamic subsector PFC projection 
Central MD Gyrus proreus 
Anterior gyrus sigmoideus 
Anterior gyrus rectus 
Anterior gyrus frontalis 
Lateral anterior MD Borders of presylvian sulcus 
Posterolateral MD Ventral anterior sylvian gyrus 
Dorsomedial MD Middle gyrus rectus 
Middle gyrus frontalis 
Ventral MD Ventral gyrus rectus 
Table 3. PROJECTIONS FROM THE MD NUCLEUS TO THE FELINE PFC: SUMMARY OF 
A RETROGRADE HRP ANALYSIS BY MARTINEZ-MORENO AND REINOSO-SUAREZ 
Thalamic subsector PFC projection 
Medial-anterior MD 
Venntral medial-posterior MD 
Ventral gyrus proreus 
Lateral anterior MD 
Intermediate MD 
Lateral proreus gyrus 
Pars paralamellaris Dorso-medial gyrus proreus 
Dorsal medial-posterior MD Ventral third of medial 
gyrus proreus 
Anterior cingulate gyrus 

Reinoso-Suarez, 1977). Labelled cells were found in the ipsilateral 
basal magnocellular portion of the amygdala. 
11 
Macchi, Bentivoglio, Rossini and Tempesta in 1978 also studied the 
pattern of amygdaloid afferents to the feline prefrontal cortex. They 
utilized multiple stereotaxic injections of 20-30% HRP, often with more 
than one injection site per animal. After a survival time of 48 hours, 
the animals were sacrificed and processed. The ipsilateral amygdala 
was labelled in the prefrontal cortex-injected cats, but not 
surprisingly (given the multiple injections and multiple injection 
sites) they did not find a prefrontal cortex subsector differential in 
amygdala labelling density. They did report that the heaviest amygdala 
label for prefrontal cortex-injected cats appeared to be the 
basolateral nucleus, which agrees with the observations of 
Reinoso-Suarez and co-workers reported previously. 
Niimi, Matsuoka and Okada in 1981 injected 23 hemispheres of 18 
cats with 30% HRP. After 48 hour survival, the animals were sacrificed 
and processed using 3,3’-diaminobenzidine as the chromogen for the HRP 
reaction product. They considered the MD nucleus of the cat to be 
cytoarchitecturally divided into four zones: medial, dorsal, lateral 
and ventral. Medial prefrontal cortex and the ventrolateral proreal 
gyrus were observed to have afferents from the medial part of the MD 
nucleus. The dorsolateral proreal gyrus and the medial bank of the 
presylvian sulcus had afferents mainly from the lateral portion of the 
MD nucleus, with a few afferents from the ventral portion of the MD 
nucleus. Niimi et al postulate that this differential connectivity of 
the medial and lateral MD nucleus to the feline prefrontal cortex may 
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reflect evolutionary changes since the medial portion of the MD nucleus 
is considered to be phylogenetically older than the lateral portion of 
the MD nucleus. They also found differences between the connectivity 
of the ventromedial prefrontal cortex and the dorsolateral prefrontal 
cortex with respect to their submedial and ventromedial thalamic 
afferents. 
Martinez-Moreno and Reinoso-Suarez (1977) used HRP to determine 
specific projections from the different subdivisions of the MD thalamic 
nucleus to the PFC in 23 cats. Their results,summarized in table 3, 
generally agree with those of Markowitsch and Pritzel, and provide 
further evidence that the prefrontal cortex is cytoarchitectonically 
non-homogeneous. 
Markowitsch, Pritzel and Divac (1979) traced the cortical 
afferents to the PFC by injecting 50% HRP bilaterally into the frontal 
region of each hemisphere in 7 cats. For each animal, the injection 
locus differed between hemispheres. After survival times of 40-65 
hours and processing with 3,3’-diaminobenzidene as the chromogen, 
labelled neurons were found in the cingulate and insular cortices as 
well as in the MD nucleus of the thalamus. They also noted 
similarities between cat and monkey projections to prefrontal cortex in 
the localization of the majority of the cortical label in layer III. 
The significance of this paper is that it nicely demonstrates 
projections to the feline prefrontal cortex from two limbic system 
areas: the cingulate and the insula. Unfortunately, the authors found 
no difference in density of projections to these limbic areas based on 
subregions of prefrontal cortex. However, they used only 7 cats and, 
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more importantly, bilateral injections, which made relevant density 
determinations impossible given the technical difficulty of injecting 
precisely the same area bilaterally and the known existence of 
contralateral projections to the prefrontal cortex. 
Cavada and Reinoso-Suarez (1981a, 1981b) recorded the ipsilateral 
and contralateral projections to the feline prefrontal cortex by using 
unilateral injections of a 50% solution of HRP in 10 and 9 cats, 
respectively. A direct surgical approach was used to visualize the 
prefrontal cortex. After a survival time of 45-48 hours, the animals 
were sacrificed and processed with a diami nobenzidine chromogen. They 
found the highest density of labelling within the ipsilateral 
prefrontal cortex, with less dense but significant label in the 
homotopic cortex. 
Another HRP study by Cavada and Reinoso-Suarez (1985) examined 
the connectivity of the PFC in 30 cats. Again, a direct visual 
approach, rather than stereotaxic surgery, was used. It was found that 
the PFC of the cat receives its major afferent cortical input from 
ipsilateral insular and limbic cortices. Contralateral labelling, 
corresponding to the heaviest ipsilateral projections, is documented as 
well. Based on the differential density of corticocortical, 
corticolimbic and corticothalamic connections, Cavada and 
Reinoso-Suarez were able to deli neat four distinct subsectors of the 
PFC in the cat: rostral, dorsomedial, dorsdolateral, and ventral. 
These are shown in Figure 2. They found that the dorsolateral PFC 
sector had the greatest extent of afferent projections from insular, 
limbic, and neocortical regions. The dorsomedial sector received fewer 
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Figure 2. Subdivisions of the feline PFC according to Cavada and 




cortical afferents, these being mainly from the frontal eye fields. 
The rostral sector received mainly intraprefrontal projections, as well 
as some limbic and insular cortex projections but less than the 
dorsolateral sector. The ventral sector received afferent projections 
from the agranular insular area, the limbic cortex, the perirhinal 
cortex and allocortex. Additionally, they distinguished two subsectors 
within the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex: a proreal gyral subsector 
and a presylvian sulcal subsector which differ in their pattern of 
cortical afferent connections. The presylvian sulcal subsector 
received afferents from auditory association areas whereas the proreal 
gyral subsector received projections from somatosensory and premotor 
cortices and from visual area 20. They did not comment on a difference 
in limbic connectivity between the two dorsolateral subsectors. Our 
injection sites correspond to their injection sites in the dorsolateral 
sector, and include examples of both the presylvian sulcal and the 
proreal gyral subsectors. 
Most recently, the retrogradely transported fluorescent dyes 
such as diamidino yellow (DY) have been utilized to trace neuronal 
connections in the central nervous system (Kennedy and Bullier, 1985). 
The comparability of these fluorescent dyes to the HRP method has not 
been fully assessed. Our utilization of both DY and HRP to map the 
projections to a discrete, documented area of PFC allows us both to 
confirm recent evidence of regional variation in the cortical and 
subcortical connectivity of the PFC (Cavada and Reinoso-Suarez, 1985) 




Thus it can be seen that neuroanatomical mapping to date suggests 
that the prefrontal cortex is a non-homogenous area. It can be divided 
into four or five different subsectors which differ in the density of 
their corticocortical, corticolimbic and corticothalamic afferent 
projections. The question arises as to the functional implications of 
this differential connectivity. To answer this question, let us 
examine prior psychological and clinico-pathological studies to 
determine if a functional subdivision of the prefrontal cortex is 
supported by the data. 
4. Behavioral correlates 
Numerous analyses of prefrontal cortex lesion-impairment studies 
of various learning tasks in cats suggest the functional division of 
PFC into orbitofrontal and dorsolateral areas (Kesner,1984; Meyer, Beck 
and McLArdy, 1947; Leonard, 1972; Markowitsch and Pritzel, 1977; 
Warren, 1972; Warren et al, 1962). A review of the literature on the 
relationship between localization of prefrontal cortex lesions and 
specific learning task performance in the cat was performed by 
Markowitsch and Pritzel in 1976. Unfortunately, most statistical 
comparisons between specific prefrontal subareas and task impairment 
were not significant. However, they did find two significant 
relationships: that between MD nucleus degeneration and task 
impairment and that between orbitofrontal lesions and performance of 
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tasks requiring response inhibition. They also found a significant 
negative correlation between dorsolateral prefrontal cortex lesions and 
performance of tasks involving delayed aspects. Because this was a 
review paper in which they attempted to correlate a variety of lesions 
made by different investigators with different techniques with the 
degree of impairment of various forms of learning tasks, it is not 
surprising that is was difficult to obtain unambiguous correlation 
between subsector location of lesion and category of task performance 
impairment. Ideally a specific study should be designed to be done by 
the same investigators which would include both the lesion placement in 
various subsectors and the objective measurement of learning task 
impairment. 
In a later study (1977), Markowitsch and Pritzel reviewed learning 
impairment as a function of prefrontal cortex subsector (dorsolateral 
versus orbitofrontal) in rats, cats and monkeys. They used a formula 
to calculate the percentage of "fronto-1imbic connectivity" across the 
three species, and found that it varied as follows: 
MONKEYS > CATS > RATS 
(66%) (42%) (27%) 
They also correlated the results of several learning task performance 
studies in lesioned cats and found that the degree of task impairment 
after prefrontal cortex lesion varied by species in a similar fashion, 
with the most impairment occurring in the species having the greatest 
percentage of fronto-1imbic connectivity. If indeed the fronto-1imbic 
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density is a predictor of task impairment following lesion, then it is 
important clinically to determine if the prefrontal cortex is 
homogeneous or heterogenous with respect to its corticolimbic afferent 
connection density. 
5. Clinico-pathological correlates 
5a. Function and pathology of human prefrontal cortex 
The prefrontal cortex has been found to mediate a wide range of 
intellectual functions in humans, including the ability to order 
sequential behaviors, to establish or change a set of behaviors, to 
maintain this set of behaviors in the presence of interfering stimuli, 
to monitor personal behavior, to maintain attention to a task or 
motivation for a task (Stuss and Benson, 1984; Stuss and Benson, 
1986). Damage to the human prefrontal cortex results in a variegate 
pattern of neuropsychological defects subsumed under the category of 
"frontal-lobe damaged personality". However, some researchers have 
attempted to split this broad pattern of neuropsychological deficits 
into two groups based on the localization of the lesion within the 
frontal lobe. Medially damaged frontal lobe patients are felt to 
manifest lethargy, lack of motivation, and lack of spontaneity as 
predominant neuropsychological symptoms whereas patients with damage to 
the lateral orbital area and the lateral convexity are felt to exhibit 
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poor impulse control, restlessness, and tendency towards explosive and 
unpredictable behavior (Goldstein, 1944; Stuss and Benson, 1986). It 
is interesting to hypothesize that this difference in 
neuropsychological manifestation of frontal lobe damage could reflect 
regional differences in connectivity (especially limbic system 
connectivity) of the prefrontal cortex, in light of Cavada and 
Reinoso-Suarez’ findings (1985) that the dorsolateral subsector of the 
PFC has the greatest density of limbic system connections and the main 
connections of the dorsomedial subsector of the PFC are to other 
prefrontal cortex subsectors. One could hypothesize that the greater 
limbic system connectivity of the dorsolateral PFC explains the violent 
impulsive behavior seen with lesions in this area, whereas the 
disruption of interprefrontal cortical connections explains the 
lethargic apathetic state seen with injury to the dorsomedial PFC. 
5b. Prefrontal foci in epilepsy 
Recent clinical observations in epileptic patients with documented 
prefrontal cortex foci support the hypothesis that lesions in different 
areas of PFC give rise to distinctly different clinical behavior and 
outcomes following surgery (Spencer et al, 1984). Depth electrode 
studies combined with clinical seizure characteristics, interictal and 
ictal EEG findings support the existence of recognizable frontal lobe 
complex partial epilepsy syndromes in humans (Williamson et al, 1985). 
It is of interest to examine the clinical seizure characteristics of 

cats kindled in specific prefrontal foci to see if consistent patterns 
of seizure activity and interictal parameters can be correlated with 
specific differences in neuroanatomical connectivity. 
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6. Kindling model of epilepsy 
Kindling is defined as the phenomenon whereby repeated stimulation 
of brain tissue at an initially subconvulsive threshold results in 
gradually increasing seizure activity and, eventually, generalized 
seizures (Goddard, McIntyre and Leech, 1969). The animal which 
progresses to the state of generalized seizure activity is said to be 
"kindled". The sensitivity to elicitable seizure activity is felt to 
be permanent, as even after 12 months without stimulation the animal 
will have a generalized seizure within two administrations of the 
threshold stimulation. The kindling phenomenon is not reversible. 
Kindling has successfully been applied to animal models of complex 
partial (i.e. limbic system) epilepsy (McNamara, 1984). 
A great deal of work has been done studying limbic system-kindled 
animals, including cats (Wada and Sato, 1975a and 1975b). McNamara 
(1984) in a review of limbic kindling as an animal model of complex 
partial epilepsy describes an evolution of observed seizure activity in 
the amygdaloid-kindled rat: (1) facial clonus; (2) head nodding; (3) 
forelimb clonus; (4) rearing and (5) rearing and falling. Similar 
features are noted in amygdaloid-kindled cats. McNamara additionally 
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notes that anterior neocortical-kindled rats differ from 
amygdaloid-kindled rats in that neocortical-kindled animals have more 
tonic components to their seizure behavior, and often have seizures 
that have features of combined 1imbic-kindled type and motor seizure 
activity. 
As compared to limbic system-kindled models, very little 
experimental work has been done of prefrontal kindling, and none has 
been reported in the cat. Prefrontal epileptogenic foci are of 
interest because they are often associated with medically intractable 
seizures and have no one typical pattern of observed seizure behavior. 
Because of neuroanatomical studies which demonstrate a definite 
subsector differentiation of the PFC in the cat, and psychological and 
clinico-pathological studies in cats and humans which indicate, but do 
not well define, functional correlates of this neuroanatomical 
division, we postulate that the heterogeneiety of prefrontal epileptic 
foci could perhaps be resolved into subsets of seizure behavior 
patterns based on considering the prefrontal cortex not as one area but 
as specific cytoarchitectonic subsectors differing in limbic and 
cortical connectivity. Therefore we decided to study the specific 
connectivity of prefrontal cortex subsectors neuroanatomically using 
retrograde tracing techniques and to then also study seizures evoked 
from foci in these same prefrontal cortex subsector areas using the 
kindling model. Seizures were described in terms of kindling 
parameters which allowed generalization (i.e. after-discharge potential 
and number of stimulations needed to reach 5 consecutive generalized 
seizures) and interictal changes in cerebral metabolism as evinced by 
2-deoxyglucose uptake were determined to assess validity of the 

kindling model by comparison to expected changes in interictal 
metabolism. 
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7. 2-deoxyglucose metabolic studies 
Cerebral blood flow is directly dependent upon energy derived from 
the oxidative metabolism of the substrate glucose. When a central 
nervous system pathway is activated, blood flow to the neurons in that 
pathway has been shown to increase, presumably to supply oxygen and 
glucose substrates and remove products of catabolism (Ackermann, Finch, 
Babbit and Engel, 1984). The tracer 14c-2-deoxyglucose (2-D6) was 
first used to study local cerebral glucose utilization by Sokoloff, 
Reivich, Kennedy et al (1975, 1977). 2-DG is a glucose analogue which 
is phosphorylated by brain cells to 14C-2-deoxyglucose-6-phosphate 
(2-DG-6-P). The latter compound is not a metabolic substrate and hence 
presumably does not undergo further breakdown in glycolytic or citric 
acid pathways. An underlying assumption is that once the 14C-2-DG is 
taken up by active brain cells, it is then "trapped" there by 
immediate phosphorylation to 14C-2-DG-G-P and does not undergo 
dephosphorylation for the 45-minute duration of the experiment. Thus 
it becomes localized within brain tissue at a concentration 
proportional to the uptake of glucose, which is then assumed to be 
proportional to local energy metabolism. The 45-minute duration of the 
experiment is chosen because assuming steady-state conditions (a valid 
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assumption for interictal events), this is the time needed to both 
phosphorylate intracellular 2-DG as well as to clear excess 2-DG which 
has not been taken up by cells. 
Numerous studies have been done on patterns of glucose uptake in 
animal epileptic models using 2-DG as well as in humans using the 2-DG 
analogue fluorodeoxyglucose and positron emission tomography. In 
summary, the typical interictal metabolic pattern seen in partial 
epilepsy is hypometabolism (decreased glucose uptake) at the seizure 
focus (Engel, 1982). It is postulated (Babb, Carr and Crandall, 1973; 
Babb et al , 1984; Engel, 1982; Porter and Marselli, 1985) that the 
seeming paradoxical findings of relative hypometabolism in the face of 
hypersynchronous EEG discharge can be explained by assuming that only a 
few neurons at the epileptigenic focus remain intact (hypometabolism 
due to decreased neuronal numbers) but these few intact neurons fire 
excessively in a synchronous fashion (explaining the EEG findings). 
Increased uptake or hypermetabolism can be indicative of increased 
excitatory and/or increased inhibitory synaptic activity. Both 
processes require energy, and increased 2-DG uptake during inhibition 
of hippocampal pyramidal cells has been shown by Ackerman et al 
(1984). Decreased uptake or hypometabolism can reflect decreased 
synaptic input from damaged areas or an increase in neuronal energy 
efficiency (Porter and Morselli, 1985). Questions about glial uptake 
are uncertain, and it is possible that glial hyperproliferation at the 
electrode site could cause increased uptake of 2-DG interictally there 




1. Injection of tracers 
Injection of the tracers diamidino yellow (DY: 2% solution) into 
three adult female cats and horseradish peroxidase (HRP: 2% solution) 
into two adult female cats was performed using sterile technique. All 
cats weighed approximately 3 kg each. Each cat was anesthetized 
intraperitoneally with 35 mg/kg of sodium pentobarbital and placed in a 
Kopf stereotaxic frame. A coronal incision was made to expose the 
bregma, and a small hole was drilled 4 mm anterior and 14 mm lateral to 
the bregma. A 1 ul Hamilton syringe was positioned at these 
coordinates. The needle entered the brain at an angle of 36 to an 
initial depth of 14 mm from the cortical surface, remained there one 
minute, then was withdrawn to a final depth of 12 mm from the cortical 
surface. A volume of 0.6 ul of either DY or HRP was delivered via 
microinfusion pump over a 45 minute period at a rate of 0.013 ul/min. 
Upon completion of injection, the needle was left in place for an 
additional five minutes to allow uptake of the tracer, then slowly 
withdrawn over another five minute period. A piece of moist Gel foam 
was placed over the exposed brain tissue and the skin flap was closed. 
After a survival time of 7 to 10 days (for DY) or 42 hours (for HRP), 
the animal was then anesthetized, perfused and processed appropriately 
as described below. 
The location of the injections was determined by reference to the 
topographical atlas of the feline cortex by Reinoso-Suarez (1961), and 
was later verified by histological staining. 
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2. HRP processing 
Following a survival time of 42 hours, the HRP-injected cats were 
deeply anesthetized and perfused transcardially with 300 ml of 
heparinized normal saline immediately followed by 1500 ml of 1% 
glutaraldehyde and 1% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 
7.4) then by 1000 ml of 5% sucrose in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, and 
finally by 1000 ml of 10% sucrose in 0.1 M phosphate buffer. All 
solutions were chilled to 4 C. The brains were quickly removed, 
stored in 0.1 M phosphate buffer containing 10% sucrose overnight, and 
the following day were transversely sectioned at 40 urn on a freezing 
microtome. Every sixth and seventh section was mounted from cold 0.1 M 
phosphate buffer onto gelatinized slides and each pair was processed 
according to the tetramethylbenzidine procedure of Mesulam (1978). One 
member of each pair was immediately dehydrated, cleared with xylene and 
coverslipped with Permount. The second section of each pair was 
allowed to air-dry overnight and was then counterstained with neutral 
red to facilitate the exact laminar location of HRP-labelled cells. 
Both counterstained and non-counterstained sections were examined under 
dark-field illumination and the relative density of cell body labelling 
sketched onto projection overview drawings of the sections. Selected 
sections were photographed under both dark-field and light-field 
illumination. The stereotaxic atlas of Reinoso-Suarez (1961) was used 
to determine the location of each section, and the paper by Niimi and 




3. DY processing 
Following a survival time of 7-10 days, the DY-injected cats were 
deeply anesthetized and perfused transcardially with 300 ml of 
heparinized 0.1 M phosphate-buffered normal saline (pH 7.4), 
immediately followed by 1500 ml of 4% paraformaldehyde (PF) in 0.1 M 
phosphate-buffered normal saline (PBS), then by 1000 ml of 10% sucrose 
and 4% PF in PBS, and finally by 1000 ml of 20% sucrose and 4% PF in 
PBS. All solutions were at 4 C. Subsequent to the perfusion each cat 
was chilled at 4 C for 2 hours. The brain was then immediately 
removed and stored in 4% PF in PBS containing 30% sucrose until the 
next day (17 hrs. storage time in refrigerator). The reason for the 
sucrose gradient was to minimize ice-crystal formation in the tissue. 
The next morning, the chilled brain was blocked and cut on a 
freezing microtome in 40 urn transverse sections. Every sixth, seventh 
and eighth section was mounted from cold distilled water onto 
gelatinized slides, allowed to air-dry and then stored at 4 C in a dry 
box until used. One set of sections was utilized for tracing 
projection overview drawings, then coverslipped with oil and observed 
in ultraviolet light using a Leitz Orthoplan fluorescence microscope 
with a D filter set (430 nm excitation wavelength). Sections from the 
second set were counterstained using the Nissl method to determine the 




4. Histological staining 
4a. Nissl counterstain 
The Nissl method (modified according to Luna, 1968) was used to 
counterstain tissue containing either DY or 2-deoxyglucose. The cresyl 
violet solution was prepared (see appendix) in advance and filtered 
before each use. The brain sections, which have been taken up onto 
gelatinized slides, were then initially dehydrated in 95% ethanol for 2 
minutes followed by 100% ethanol for 2 minutes, then placed in the 
cresyl violey solution for 10 minutes to counterstain, differentiated 
in two changes of 95% ethanol followed by three changes of 100% 
ethanol, and finally cleared in xylene and coverslipped with Permount. 
The coverslipped slides were stored at room temperature . 
4b. Neutral red counterstain 
The neutral red counterstaining method for HRP-processed tissue 
was described by Malmgrem and Olsson in 1978. The neutral red solution 
is prepared (see appendix) in advance and filtered before each use. 
The brain slices, which have been taken up onto gelatinized slides, 
were processed with peroxidase and the chromagen tetramethylbenzidine 
(TMB) according to the method of Mesulam (1978), then placed in the 
neutral red solution for 5 minutes to counterstain, washed in acidified 
water for 15 seconds, and then successively dehydrated in 70%, 90% and 
100% acidified ethanol for 15 seconds each, and finally cleared in 
xylene and coverslipped with Permount. Note that all water and alcohol 
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solutions used in this process were acidified (1 ml of 1 N HC1 added to 
each 300 ml of water or ethanol) to prevent loss of reaction product 
which occurs near pH 7.0. 
5. Electrode implantation 
Implantation of depth electrodes into four adult female cats was 
performed using sterile technique. All cats weighed approximately 3 kg 
each. Each cat was anestheized intraperitoneally with 35 mg/kb of 
sodium pentobarbital and placed in a Kopf stereotaxic frame. A coronal 
incision was made to expose the bregma, and small holes were drawn at 
the following four sites to allow implantation of bilateral prefrontal 
cortex electrodes and bilateral amygdaloid electrodes (a related study 
not described in this paper involved amygdaloid kindling): (1) 4 mm 
anterior to bregma and 14 mm right lateral; entry at 36 angle; (2) 4 
mm anterior to the bregma and 14 mm left lateral; entry at 36 angle; 
(3) 12 mm posterior to bregma and 10 mm right lateral, entry at 90 
angle; (4) 12 mm posterior to bregma and 14 mm left lateral, entry at 
90 angle. Two additional small holes were drilled for ground screw 
insertion. Stainless steel 200 urn diameter electrodes were used. 
After the four burr holes for the electrodes were drilled, the dura in 
each place was sharply incised with a needle and two electrodes (one 
superficial and one deep) were placed at each location. Thus a total 
of 8 stimulating electrodes were placed and 2 ground electrodes were 
placed and connected to the ground screws. Moist Gel foam was placed 
over the exposed brain. An acrylic fast-setting polymer (dental 

cement) was used to keep the electrodes in place. The animals were 
allowed to recover for 30 days. The electrode placement was verified 
by X-ray before beginning the kindling protocol. 
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6. Kindling protocol 
Following the stereotactic implantation of multiple bilateral 
electrodes as described in the previous section, the animals were 
allowed to recover for 30 days. After this time, they began receiving 
electrode stimulation once a day for 2 seconds with a 60 Hertz, 1 msec 
squarewave pulse. The peak-to-peak amplitude began at 400 uA and was 
increased daily by 200 uA until an afterdischarge was noted on the 
simultaneous 10 channel EEG tracing. Once the afterdischarge was 
noted, the stimulus was then decreased by 100 uA per day until no 
after-discharge was noted on the EEG tracing. At this point, the last 
stimulus intensity to produce an afterdischarge was taken as the 
afterdischarge threshold (ADT), i.e. the lowest amount of current 
needed to produce an EEG-documented afterdischarge. The stimulation at 
the ADT was continued daily until generalized seizures were elicited on 
5 of 7 consecutive days or a total of 120 stimulations were delivered. 
The criteria for a generalized seizure included generalization of the 
spike and wave activity as seen on EEG as well as clinical observation 
of loss of consciousness as evinced by loss of postural tone (the 
animal would fall). Following the generalized seizure, an immediate 
postictal flattening of the EEG was observed, during which time the 
animal was somnolent and often but not always was incontinent of urine 
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or feces. Occasionally a Todd’s paresis was noted. All of these 
features were used to document the generalization of seizure activity. 
After 5 generalized seizures within a one week period had been elicited 
or 120 stimulations had been delivered, the animal was rested from 
daily electrical stimulation for 72 hours and then processed for 
2-deoxyglucose metabolic studies as described below. 
7. 2-Deoxyglucose processing 
The evening before the injection of the 2-deoxyglucose was 
planned, a fresh perfusion solution of 3.5% paraformaldehyde (PF) in 
0.1 M phosphate buffer was prepared (see appendix), stored at 4 C and 
then brought to room temperature before use. Also on the evening 
before the injection, the 2-deoxyglucose was reconstituted from an 
ethanol base to a normal saline base (see appendix), stored at 4 C and 
brought to room temperature before injection into the animal. 
Seventy-two hours after the last stimulation according to the 
kindling protocol, the animal was brought to the laboratory bench and 
secured firmly with soft wraps so that its teeth and claws were 
covered. The area of the femoral triangle was shaved and prepped in a 
sterile manner. A three-way stopcock system (syringe A, syringe B and 
an injection port) was used for injection. The 2-deoxyglucose 
solution, at a concentration of 100 uCi/ml, was drawn up into syringe A 
at a sufficient volume so as to deliver a dosage of 100 uCi/kg to the 
animal. Syringe B was filled with 0.9% NaCl. With syringe A turned 
off and syringe B stopcock open, the femoral vein was entered with the 
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butterfly needle and some blood drawn back to confirm location within 
the vein. Then the stopcock to syringe B was turned off, the stopcock 
to syringe A was turned on, and the 2-DG was injected slowly and 
steadily into the vein. After the 2-DG injection was complete, the 
stopcock to syringe A was turned off, that of syringe B was turned on, 
and the lines were flushed with 1 ml of 0.9% NaCl. 
Immediately after the injection, the animal was placed in the 
observation box, connected to the electrode recording unit and 
periodically monitored and observed until 45 minutes post-injection. 
At this time, the cat was anesthetized intraperitoneally with 35 mg/kg 
of sodium pentobarbital. The chest cavity was opened and a 
transcardiac catheter inserted. The animal was then perfused for one 
minute with 300 ml of heparinized saline containing 0.3 cc heparin to 
prevent clotting. Immediately following the heparin flush, the cat was 
perfused for 5 minutes with 3.5% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate 
buffer to lightly fix the brain without diffusing out the 
2-deoxyglucose. After the five-minute perfusion, the electrodes and 
cannula were immediately removed by drilling around the electrodes 
through the dental cement down to the skull and then gently pulling the 
electrodes out of the brain tissue with forceps. Then the brain 
(exclusive of the cerebellum) was removed from the cranial cavity 
intact and blocked into rostral and caudal halves at the level of the 
hypothalamus so that transverse sections could be cut on the microtome. 
After the brain was blocked into rostral and caudal halves, each 
half was then lowered into isopentane at dry ice temperature. After 3 
to 4 minutes in isopentane at -60 C, the brain halves were gently 
removed and placed into crushed dry ice. The frozen brain was then 
either sectioned immediately on a freezing microtome as described 
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below, or el so stored overnight in plastic bags (pre-chi lied to dry ice 
temperature) and then buried in dry ice inside a styrofoam bucket in 
the freezer. 
When the brain halves were to be microtomed, they were mounted 
separately onto a holder with Histoclad glue, placed in the cryostat 
and allowed to equilibrate at least 30 minutes to the cryostat 
temperature of -20 C. Then 20 sections were cut using the freezing 
microtome such that from the frontal pole to the rostral pole every 
sixth section was saved (i.e. 1 section was saved, then 5 were cut and 
discarded). The tissue to be saved was picked up directly from the 
cryostat blade onto pre-chi lied cover slips, warmed underneath by 
stroking with the finger to remove air bubbles and smooth out the 
section, and then allowed to dry on a heater set at 80 F. 
The sections after drying onto the cover slips were then glued 
onto cardboard backing (with no overlapping of sections so that each 
one would lie the same distance from the film to be exposed). The 
cardboard-backed sections were then placed into a developer tray with 
film and stored for 10 days to allow the emission of particles to be 
detected by the film. After 10 days, the film was developed and the 
autoradiographs were regionally assessed for relative optical density 




1. Retrograde tracer injection studies 
Of the five cats injected with either horseradish peroxidase or 
diamidino yellow, the injection sites fall into one of two groups: 
those in the presylvian sulcal area of the dorsolateral PFC (located at 
+22 cm from the interaural line), and those in the proreal gyrus area 
of the dorsolateral PFC (located at +24 cm from the interaural line). 
Figure 5 is a lateral view of the cat brain indicating the 
rostral-caudal location of the two principal injection cites at +22 and 
+24. The injection sites for the five cats are schematically depicted 
in figures 6 and 7. Photomicrographs of the corresponding regions 
(presylvian sulcal and proreal gyral) are shown in Figure 8, 
illustrating typical laminar organization within the injection sites. 
Figure 9 illustrates typical HRP granular perikaryal label as seen 
under both darkfield and lightfield microscopy. Extension of the 
perikaryal label to proximal dendritic processes as well as to the axon 
hillock is seen. Figure 10 provides some examples of both cortical 
and subcortical retrograde HRP labelled neurons at various 
magnifications. Figure 11 illustrates typical DY label as viewed under 
fluorescence microscopy. Although the DY label is nuclear, a hzy 
outlining of the cell perikaryon can often be seen at higher 
magnifications. Selected transverse sections from each cat are 
sketched and labelled in Figures 11-15 and will be discussed 

individually below. A tabular summary of the distribution and 
intensity of labelling following the prefrontal cortex injections is 
provided in Table 4. 
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Retrograde transport of diamidinoyellow injected into the 
presylvian sulcal subsector of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex of 
cat 11 is depicted via a series of transverse section drawings in 
Figure 11. Cortical and subcortical label is indicated by dots whose 
relative density is proportional to the observed label density seen by 
fluorescent microscopy. Rostral to the injection site in slice number 
1, one can see ipsilateral label, predominantly in layer III, along the 
gyrus proreus as well as medially along the gyrus rectus. 
Contralateral label in slice 1 is lighter but in the same regions. 
Moving caudally to the region of the injection site in slice 2, there 
is some ipsilateral label in the vnetrolateral orbital area as well as 
some labelling of the olfactory bulb. No contralateral label is seen. 
Progressing caudally to slices 3 and 4, there continues to be labelling 
of the ipsilateral gyrus rectus medially as well as some labelling of 
the ipsilateral olfactory tract. Note the localization of the label in 
layer III in slice 4. No contralateral label is seen. In slice 5, 
which is at the level of the rostral portion of the corpus callosum, 
ipsilateral cingulate label is seen. Ipsilateral prepiriform cortex 
label is seen along with light ipsilateral labelling of the tuberculum 
olfactorium. Contralateral label is observed in the prepiriform cortex 
and the anterior ectosylvian gyrus. In slice 6, at the level of the 
optic chiasm, ipsilateral label is seen in the insular cortex bordering 
the anterior rhinal sulcus and also continues to be seen in the 
prepiriform cortex. No label caudal to this region was seen. 
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Figure 12 similarly depicts the pattern of retrograde 
diamidinoyellow transport in cat 15. Beginning rostral to the 
injection site with slice 1, label is seen ipsilaterally in the very 
rostral portion of the gyrus proreus. Moving caudally to slice 2, 
light ipsilateral label is seen in the gyrus sigmoideus. At the level 
of the injection site in slice 3, ipsilateral label is seen deep within 
the banks of the presylvian sulcus as well as medially in the posterior 
portion of the gyrus rectus, in both cases wel1-localized primarily to 
layer III. Light contralateral labelling of the gyrus proreus is also 
seen at this level. In slice 4, extensive ipsilateral label is seen 
medially in the gyrus rectus and the most anterior portion of the 
cingulate gyrus, and laterally in the gyrus coronarius, gyrus proreus 
and anterior sylvian gyrus. Light contralateral labelling is seen in 
similar regions as well as in the gyrus lateralis. In slices 5 and 6, 
ipsilateral cingulate gyrus, anterior ectosylvian gyrus and insular 
area labelling is seen. No contralateral labelling is seen. In slice 
7, ipsilateral cingulate and anterior ectosylvian label continues and 
some prepiriform label is seen. Slice 8 shows some ipsilateral 
labelling of the MD nucleus of the thalamus , and light ipsilateral 
labelling of the parasplenial gyrus, the cingulate, the insular area 
and the prepiriform cortex. No contralateral label is seen. Figure 9 
shows ipsilateral labelling of the suprasylvian gyrus and entorhinal 
cortex. 
Figure 13 summarizes the diamidinoyellow results for cat 20. 
Rostral to the injection site, there is ipsilateral gyrus proreus label 
seen in slice 1. Slice 2 shows ipsilateral and contralateral labelling 
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of the gyrus sigmoideus. Slice 3 is at the level of the injections 
site, and one can see both ipsilateral and contralateral labelling 
localized within layer III of the gyrus coronal is, the anterior sylvian 
gyrus and the gyrus proreus. There was also ipsilateral labelling of 
the olfactory tract and the gyrus sigmoideus. In slice 4, the same 
pattern of label as in slice 3 continues. In slice 5, only ipsilateral 
label is seen and this occurs in the gyrsu sigmoideus, anterior 
ectosylvian gyrus, prepiriform cortex and along the olfactory tract. 
In slice 6, at the level of the optic chiasm, ipsilateral label is seen 
in the cingulate, area SII and SIV and the prepiriform cortex. In 
slice 7, label is clearly seen in several thalamic nuclei, with the 
densest label in the MD nucleus as well as come label in VM and VLA. 
All thalamic label seen was ipsilateral to the injecton site. Most 
caudally, in slice 8, label is seen in the dentate and in the 
entorhinal cortex ipsilaterally. 
Figure 14 summarizes the results of HRP injection into cat 24. No 
label is seen rostral to the injection site. At the level of the 
injection site in slice 2, homotopic label is seen in the anterior 
sylvian gyrus. In slice 3, heavy label is seen ipsilaterally in the 
gyrus proreus and the anterior sylvian gyrus and is seen 
contralaterally in the anterior sylvian gyrus. Again, the predominant 
localization is within layer III. In slice 4, label is seen both 
ipsilaterally and contralaterally in the anterior ectosylvian gyrsu, 
and ipsilaterally in the prepiriform cortex. Slices 4 and 5 
demonstrate some light ipsilateral cingulate label. Slice 6 shows 
ipsilateral labelling of the MD and VM nuclei of the thalamus. No 
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label caudal to the thalamic label was observed. 
Figue 15 summarizes the results of HRP injection into cat 28. 
Rostral to the injection site in slice 1, ipsilateral gyrus proreus 
label is seen. In slice 2, both ipsilateral and contralateral gyrus 
proreus and gyrus rectus label is seen. At the level of the injection 
site in slice 3, contralateral label homotopic to the injection site is 
observed localized in layer III of the gyrus proreus and this 
contralateral label extends to include part of the olfactory tract. In 
slice 4, ipsilateral and contralateral label is seen in the depths of 
the entorhinal sulcus. In slice 5, ipsilateral cingulate and 
parasplenial gyral label is seen medially, and ipsilateral prepiriform 
cortex label is seen posterolaterally. In slice 6, ipsilateral 
cingulate label continues, and there is label in the insular agranular 
area and the prepiriform cortex ipsilaterally as well. No contralateal 
label is seen. In slice 7, label is seen in the ipsilateral cingulate 
and prepiriform cortices and also in the ipsilateral MD and VM nuclei 
of the thalamus. Most caudally in slice 8, label is seen both 
ipsilaterally and contralaterally in the parasplenial gyrus and in the 










Figure 4. Presylvian sulcal injection sites for cats 11 and 15 are shown 
in this transverse section taken at +24 mm from the interaural line. 
Dotted lines outline the two injection sites, showing one (cat 15) more 
laterally located and the other (cat 11) medially located within the 




Figure 5. Proreal gyral injections sites for cats 20, 24 and 28 are shown 
in this transverse section taken at +22 mm from the interaural line. 
Dotted lines outline the three injection sites. 
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Figure 6 (facing page). Photomicrographs of the regions corresponding to 
the injection sites of cats 11, 15, 20, 24 and 28. (A) represents the 
proreal gyral site and (B) represents the presylvian sulcal site. 
Cortical layers I-VI are designated to demonstrate laminar organization at 




Figure 7. A single cell from the prepiriform cortex in cat 28, examined 
under both lightfield (A) and darkfield (B) microscopy. Magnification = 
850X. Note the granular nature of the perikaryal label and its extension 




Figure 8 (facing page). Darkfield photomicrographs of typical neur 
retrogradely labelled with WGA-HRP. (A) Labelled neurons in the u 
bank of the contalateral presylvian sulcus at the level of the inje 
site in cat 28. (B) Labelled neurons in the MD nucleus of the tha 
(note the similarity to the DY labelling of the MD nucleus seen in 
10) of cat 28. (C) Labelled neurons in the entorhinal cortex ipsi 





Figure 9. Fluorescence photomicrographs of typical retrograde labelling 
with diamidino yellow. (A) Upper border of ipsilateral entorhinal sulcus 
at the level of the injection site in cat 20. Note the laminar 
stratification of labelled neurons. (B) At higher mignification the 
density of labelled neurons within layer 3 is apparent. Magnifications: 
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Figure 10. Fluorescence photomicrographs of typical retrograde labelling 
with diamidino yellow. (A) Labelled neurons within the MD nucleus of the 
thalamus. (B) At higher magnification within the MD nucleus the nuclear 
filling with diamidinoyellow is apparent as well as some difuse 
cytoplasmic label. Magnifications: A = 430X; B = 850X. 
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Table 4. Distribution and intensity of labelling 
fo1lowing PFC injections 
+24 +24 +22 +22 +22 
SITE CAT 11 CAT 15 CAT 20 CAT 
CNJ CAT 28 
DY DY DY HRP HRP 
I C I c I C I C I C 
GYRUS 
PORCUS ++ + ++ + ++ ++ + 0 +T* ++ 
GYRUS 
RECTUS ++ + + 0 + 0 + 0 ++ 0 
GYRUS 
SIGMOIDEUS 0 0 + 0 + 0 0 0 0 0 
OLFACTORY 
BULB + 0 0 0 + 0 0 0 T 0 
GYRUS 
CORONALIS ++ 0 + 0 ++ + + 0 + 0 
GYRUS SUPRA 
SYLVIAN + 0 + 0 ++ 0 + 0 + 0 
GYRUS ECTO- 
SYLVIUS + 0 + 0 ++ + ++ + ++ + 
CINGULATE + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 -H- 0 
GYRUS 
LATERALIS 0 0 + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ENTORHINAL 
CORTEX 0 0 0 0 ++ 0 + 0 ++ 0 
PREP IRIFORM 
CORTEX + + + 0 ++ + + 0 -H* + 
THALAMUS 
MO + 0 ++ 0 + 0 ++ 0 
THALAMUS 
VM 0 0 + 0 0 0 + 0 
GYRUS PARA- 
SPLENIUS 0 0 0 0 + 0 0 0 ++ + 
I: Hemisphere ipsilateral to injection site 
C: Hemisphere contralateral to injection site 
0: No labelling 
+: Moderate labelling 
+ +: Heavy labelling 
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Figure 11 (facing page). Schematic illustration of cortical and 
subcortical DY labelling and injection site in cat 11. Transverse 
sections are shown. Relative density of label in different areas is 









Figure 12 (facing page). Schematic illustration of cortical and 
subcortical DY labelling and injection site in cat 15. Transverse 
sections are shown. Relative density of label in different areas i 








Figure 13 (facing page). Schematic illustration of cortical and 
subcortical DY labelling and injection site in cat 20. Transverse 
sections are shown. Relative density of label in different areas is 









Figure 14 (facing page). Schematic illustration of cortical and 
subcortical HRP labelling and injection site in cat 24. Transverse 
sections are shown. Relative density of label in different areas is 









Figure 15 (facing page). Schematic illustration of cortical and 
subcortical HRP labelling and injections site in cat 28. Transverse 
sections are shown. Relative density of label in different areas is 
proportional to observed label density. 
cat 28 66 
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2. Kindling experiments 
Cats 9, 10, 13 and 14 were kindled daily via bipolar stimulation 
of the prefrontal cortex until 5 consecutive generalized seizures 
occured or more than 120 stimulations were administered. After 
processing the animal for 2-DG studies, the stimulus site was verified 
by cresyl violet staining of representative sections. Figures 16, 17, 
18 and 19 are schematic transverse sections indicating the location of 
the stimulus site in each cat. In cat 9 (figure 16), the stimulating 
electrode tip was located medially in the gyrus rectus. The electrode 
placement in cat 14 (figure 17) is also medial and in this case located 
predominantly in white matter rather than cortex. Lateral electrode 
placement in the proreal gyral subsector of the dorsolateral prefrontal 
cortex occurred in cats 13 and 14 (figures 18 and 19). 
During the kindling procedure, EEG tracings were a valuable guide 
to selecting the after-discharge threshold (ADT) and provided a means 
of following the development of seizure activity. Typical EEG 
recordings from both early and late phases of the kindling process are 
depicted in figures 20-22. Figure 20 shows a typical evolution of 
increasing periods of synchronous discharge as kindling proceeds. 
Early in the kindling process, short bursts of after-discharge are 
found in some leads after the stimulus was delivered but there is no 
generalization of the synchronous activity. As kindling proceeds, 
electrical generalization occurs but is of short duration, as shown in 
Figure 21 D. At this stage, occasionally short bursts of spontaneous 
generalized synchronous spike and wave phenomenon were observed during 
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the interictal period (i.e. between stimulations). An example of this 
is shown in Figure 21E. As kindling proceeds, there occurs the final 
stage of generalization to all channels and of long duration, as shown 
in Figures 20 and 22. The animal clinically has a generalized seizure, 
often with incontinence of urine or feces, falling, and postictal 
flattening on EEG. Occasionally a Todd’s paresis was observed, lasting 
for a few minutes to a half hour. 
The four cats differed in their susceptibility to being kindled, as 
manifested by the ADT and the number of days of stimulation at this ADT 
before criterion were fulfilled. Table 5 summarizes these results and 
also includes the prominent observed seizure behavior characteristics 
seen in each cat. Dorsolateral PFC stimulation produced seizures 
characterized by rapid repetitive licking with minimal eye twitching, 
head turning and mouthing movements. Medial PFC stimulation produced 
seizures with prominent nose twitching and sniffing. 
A summary of the relative 2-DG uptake normalized to the 
contralateral homotopic control hemisphere for each cat is provided in 
table 6. The dorsomedially stimulated cats showed relative 
hypometabolism in the ipsilateral insular area and regions adjacent to 
the stimulus site (i.e. the prefrontal cortex). Dorsolateral ly 
stimulated cats, on the other hand, showed a relative hypermetabolism 
both in regions adjacent to the stimulus site and in ipsilateral 
entorhinal and prepiriform cortices. Many regions were isometabolic 
with no net uptake in 2-DG observed. Figures 23, 24, 25 and 26 are 
photomicrographs of transverse sections through the brains of each of 









Schematic transverse section indicating medial 








Figure 17. Schematic transverse section indicating medial electrode 




Figure 18. Schematic transverse section indicating lateral electrode 




Figure 19. Schematic transverse section indicating lateral electrode 
placement in Cat 13. 
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Figure 20 (facing page). Typical EEG recordings from early and late 
phases of the kindling procedure. (A) Cat 13, 1800 uA, early in 
kindling; note the failure to generalize. (B) Cat 13, 1800 uA (=ADT), 
late in kindling; note generalization to all channels and long duration. 
(C) Continuation of generalized seizure shown in B. 
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Figure 21. Typical EEG recordings from early and late phases of the 
kindling procedure. (D) Cat 14, 700 uA (=ADT), early in kindling; note 
the generalization but short duration. (E) Cat 14, 700 uA, early in 
kindling; note the brief episode of epileptiform activity during 
interictal period. 
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Figure 22. Typical EEG recordings from early and late phases of the 
kindling procedure. (F) Cat 14, 700 uA, late in kindling; generalization 
to all channels. (G) Continuation of (F) to illustrate long duration of 
seizure. 
Stimulus = 2 sec. See preceding figures for stimulus electrode location. 
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Table 5. Kindling results: Comparison of after-discharge threshold 
(ADT), days of stimulation required to achieve five generalized seizures, 
and seizure characteristics in cats 9, 14, 10 and 13. 
CAT # ADT (uA) DAYS. OF STIMULATION SEIZURE CHARACTERISTICS 
9 1200 68 
14 700 64 
10 1200 125 
13 1800 61 
PROMINENT NOSE TWITCHING 
SOME LICKING & HEAD 
JERKING 
NOSE TWITCHING AND 
SNIFFING; RARE LICKING 
STARTLE, REPETITIVE 
LICKING & TURNING, SOME 
NOSE TWITCHING AS 
GENERALIZATION OCCURRED 
EXCLUSIVELY MOUTHING & 
RAPID LICKING, SOME 
BITING AS GENERALIZATION 
OCCURRED 
(SEE SCHEMATICS FOR ELECTRODE LOCATIONS) 
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Table 6. Relative 2-DG levels presented as a function of difference from 
contralateral homotopic control hemisphere. 
D0RS0MEDIAL 
STIMULATION 
SITE_CAT 14 CAT 9 
DORSOLATERAL 
STIMULATION 






AREA 3 0 
AREA 4 0 
AREA 5 0 
AREA 6 0 
ENTORHINAL 0 

























++ = 2DG MUCH HIGHER IN HEMISPHERE IPSILATERAL TO STIMULUS 
+ = 2DG HIGHER IN HEMISPHERE IPSILATERAL TO STIMULUS 
0 = NO INTERHEMISPHERIC DIFFERENCE IN 2DG 
- = 2DG LOWER IN HEMISPHERE IPSILATERAL TO SIMULUS 
-- = 2DG MUCH LOWER IN HEMISPHERE IPSILATERAL TO SIMULUS 
OTHER AREAS MEASURED SHOWING NO SUBSTANTIAL DIFFERENCES INCLUDED 
DENTATE, HIPPOCAMPUS, AMYGDALA, THALAMUS (Av, Am, VL, VA, MO), 
SUBSTANTIA NIGRA, AND REPRESENTATIVE AREAS OF MORE CAUDAL GYRI. 
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Figure 23 (facing page). Photomicrographs of transverse sections through 
cat 9 illustrating interictal pattern of 2-deoxyglucose uptake. Note the 
apparent lower levels of 2-DG uptake in the right hemisphere ipsilateral 
to the stimulation site (A and B). At more caudal levels the uptake of 




Figure 24 (facing page). Photomicrographs of transverse sections through 
cat 10 illustrating uptake of 2-deoxyglucose. Note the apparent lower 
levels of 2-D6 uptake in the right hemisphere ipsilateral to the 
stimulation site (A and B). At more caudal levels the uptake of 2-DG 




Figure 25 (facing page). Photomicrographs of transverse sections through 
cat 13 illustrating uptake of 2-deoxyglucose. Note that the uptake of 
2-DG appears lower in the left hemisphere contralateral to the stimulation 





Figure 26 (facing page). Photomicrographs of transverse sections through 
cat 14 illustrating uptake of 2-deoxyglucose during interictal period. 
Not the apparent lower levels of 2-DG uptake in the right hemisphere 
ipsilateral to the stimulation site (A and B). At more caudal levels the 





1. Comparison of presylvian sulcal vs. proreal gyral injection sites 
Two separate patterns of labelling resulted from injections into 
two subsectors (proreal gyral at +22 and presylvian sulcal at +24) of 
the prefrontal cortex of the cat. The two patterns were similar in 
that both showed the densest pattern of label within the different 
cytoarchitectonic regions (heaviest in layer III) of the ipsilateral 
prefrontal cortex as well as in the homotopic region of the 
contralateral hemisphere. This localization of cortical label in layer 
III agrees with the results of earlier neuroanatomical studies (Krettek 
and Price, 1977; Markowitsch, Pritzel and Divac, 1979). Moderate 
cortical label was found ipsilaterally in the cingulate gyrus and 
within the cortex of the anterior ectosylvian sulcus and anterior 
rhinal sulcus, as well as contralaterally within the cortex of the 
anterior rhinal sulcus. Light to dense label was found ipsilaterally 
in the mediodorsal nucleus of the thalamus. 
The two patterns differed in the extent of their connections to 
the limbic system and to the thalamus. The more presylvian sulcal 
injections lacked any demonstrable afferent connections to the 
hippocampal area, the amygdala, and to the thalamic nuclei other than 
the mediodorsal nucleus. In contrast, the proreal gyral injections 
showed moderate labelling of the hippocampal area in the banks of the 
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splenial sulcus and the posterior rhinal sulcus, moderate to dense 
labelling of the ipsilateral amygdala, and moderate labelling of the 
basolateral nuclear complex as well as dense labelling of the 
mediodorsal thalamic nucleus. 
The prefrontal cortex thus shows definite topological variations 
in its afferent connectivity, particularly to the limbic system and the 
thalamus. This result is in agreement with prior studies of prefrontal 
cortex connectivity (Krettek and Price, 1977; Cavada and 
Reinoso-Suarez, 1985), and has implications for the differential 
susceptibility of various RFC regions to kindling. Of interest in this 
study is the comparison of seizures with foci in the dorsolateral PFC 
(with its greater limbic connectivity) to seizures with foci in the 
dorsomedial PFC (with its primarily interprefrontal cortex 
connectivity. 
As was discussed in the introduction section, from pathological 
studies of human prefrontal cortex (Goldstein, 1944; Stuss and Benson, 
1986) medially damaged frontal lobe patients tend to manifest lethargy, 
ack of motivation, and lack of spontaneity as predominant 
neuropsychological symptoms whereas patients with dorsolateral frontal 
lobe injury tend to exhibit poor impulse control, restlessness, and 
tendency towards explosive and unpredictable behavior. One could 
hypothesize that the greater limbic system connectivity of the 
dorsolateral PFC explains the violent impulsive behavior seen with 
lesions in this area, whereas the disruption of interprefrontal cortex 




2. Comparison of HRP vs. diamidino yellow results 
The pattern of labelling was comparable for both DY and HRP 
injections. The visibility of HRP activity depends on perikaryal 
reaction product formed by the enzymatic reaction of HRP, peroxide, and 
chromagen. Mesulam and Rosene (1977) evaluated the sensitivities of 
various chromagens for the HRP reaction: 3,3’-diaminobenzidine 
tetrahydrochloride (DAB), benzidine dihydrochloride (BDAC) and TMP. 
They counted the number of labelled neuron within the same regions of 
adjacent sections alternatively labelled with DAB, TMB or BDAC and 
found that BDHC and TMP were about equal in sensitivity to each other, 
and both were more sensitive than BDAC. This result was the same 
whether dark-field or light-field microscopy was used. Therefore, the 
choice of the TMP chromagen and darkfield evaluation of reaction 
product has acceptable sensitivity. The agreement of our results with 
prior studies of the connectivity of feline PFC (Markowitsch and 
Pritzel, 1977; Cavada and Reinoso-Suarez, 1985) suggest that our 
technique is valid. The similarity in labelling pattern between the 
DY-injected cats and the HRP-injected cats suggests that both are 
comparable methods of retrograde evaluation of afferent connections. 




Results of the kindling experiments show that at least two 
distinct areas of prefrontal cortex in the cat can be kindled to 
produce epileptic foci. These two distinct areas are the dorsomedial 
sector and the proreal gyral subsector of the dorsolateral prefrontal 
cortex. These two distinct areas have differing corticolimbic 
connectivity and produce two different types of seizures. As reported 
by Cavada and Reinoso-Suarez and independently verified by us in our 
study, the dorsolateral subsector of the PFC has extensive connection 
to the limbic system. Also as reported by Cavada and Reinoso-Suarez 
(1985), the dorsomedial subsector has its major connections to other 
prefrontal cortex sectors. The cats stimulated in the dorsolateral 
region required more total stimulation to reach criterion than did cats 
stimulated in the dorsomedial region. The former also had relative 
hypermetabolism in stimulus region and ipsilateral entorhinal and 
prepiriform corticies whereas the latter had relative hypometabolism in 
similar areas. The behavioral manifestations of the seizures differed 
also, with dorsolateral stimulation producing repetitive licking, 
mouthing, and aversion behavior and dorsomedial stimulation producing 
prominent sniffing and nose twitching behavior. One explanation for 
these results is that the greater connectivity to the limbic system is 
responsible for the aversion and licking behavior elicited by 
dorsolateral PFC stimulation, whereas the predominant interprefrontal 
cortex connectivity explains the olfactory manifestations of the 
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dorsomedially stimulated cats. The observation that it takes longer to 
kindle cats with dorsolateral stimulation suggests that there may be 
significant inhibitory components to the limbic system afferents. 
4. Summary 
1) Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex has been demonstrated to have 
significant limbic system afferent connections. The proreal gyral 
subsector has denser corticolimbic connectivity than does the 
presylvian sulcal subsector. 
2) The pattern of labelling was comparable for DY and HRP-injected 
cats and was generally consistent with prior studies of PFC 
connectivity. In general, the densest label was found within the 
differnt cytoarchitectonic regions of the ipsilateral PFC as well as in 
the homotopic PFC of the contralateral hemisphere. Moderate label was 
found in the ipsilateral cingulate, anterior ectosylvian area and 
within the cortex of the entorhinal and suprasylvian sulci. Moderate 
label was also seen in the contralateral entorhinal sulcus. Labelling 
was seen in several thalamic nuclei, with the densest concentration in 
the MD nucleus. 
3) The majority of the cortical label was in layer III, in agreement 
with prior studies. 
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4) At least two distinct areas of prefrontal cortex in cat can be 
kindled to produce epileptic foci. 
5) These two distinct areas of PFC produce two varieties of seizures. 
Dorsomedial PFC stimuli produced prominent nose twitching, while 
dorsolateral PFC stimuli produced licking as the most active clinical 
manifestation prior to secondary generalization. 
6) Kindling in the PFC of the cat produced alterations in interictal 
metabolic activity as measured by 2-deoxyglucose uptake. This 
observation is consistent with studies of human epilepsy using pET 
imaging techniques. 
7) Dorsomedial PFC stimulation caused ipsilateral hypometabolism 
relative to control animals. Dorsolateral PFC stimulation tended to 
produce ipsilateral hypermetabolism. This observation may be related 
to the differing afferent input to subregions of the PFC. 
8) The interictal metabolic changes, EEG findings and the observed 
clinical behavior patterns are analogous to those observed in humans 
with PFC epilepsy. Consequently, this model may prove useful in 
studying potential mechanisms influencing the development and 




Preparation of diamidino yellow tracer 
(2% solution in distilled water) 
Three mg of diamidino yellow is weighed out into a 0.5 ml 
microcentrifuge tube. 150 of distilled water is added. The tube is 
then placed in a sonicator surrounded with ice. Sonication for 45-90 
minutes is required for the dye to go into solution. One of 
solution is drawn up into a 1 Hamilton syringe. The syringe is 
tested for thorough filling and then refilled. The barrel of the 
syringe is carefu;;y wiped to remove dye on outside of needle. After 
placement of needle into the brain, a syringe pump is used to inject 
0.6 of the 2% DY solution over a period of 45 minutes. 
Preparation of cresyl violet solution 
2% cresyl violet stock solution: 
Cresyl echt violet (stock) 2.0 gm 
Distilled water 100 ml 
Buffer solution 
Sodium acetate 2.0 gm 
Distilled water 1000 ml 
Glacial acetic acid 3.0 ml 
Cresyl echt violet solution (working) 
Cresyl echt violet (stock) 2.0 ml 
Buffer solution 100 ml 
SOLUTIONS FOR 2-DG EXPERIMENT 
3.5% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer 
1500 ml of 0.1 M phosphate buffer is heated to 60 C. Then 52.5 gm 
of paraformaldehyde is added, the solution is clarified by the 
dropwise addition of 0.2M NaOH (about 50 ml), filtered hot and then 
cooled to 4 C. 
Reconstitution of 2-deoxvglucose 
1 mCi of 2-deoxyglucose in 10 ml ethanol is evaporated down on a 
hot plate to a 1 ml volume and allowed to cool to room temperature. 
The residual 2-deoxyglucose is then reconstituted to the original 
volume with 10 ml of 0.9% NaCl. The reconstituted solution is stored 
at 4 C overnight and allowed to come to room temperatur before 
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